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Honda FG205 Tiller
Prod Code: 4030-HOND-FG205

The Honda FG205 mini tiller uses the same frame and great GXV50 engine as the Honda
FG201 mini tiller; however the FG205 has better tilling qualities thanks to its slower tine
speed (135RPM) and greater tine width (45cm). The FG205 is the perfect go between for
the FG201 and F220. With a larger working width than the FG201 but with all the ease of a
mini tiller, you can maintain your plots and beds effortlessly. The low vibration level makes
it comfortable to use and the folding handles and carry handles makes it easy to transport
and store.

The Honda FG 205 mini tiller is an ideal all round lawn care tiller. The lightweight Honda
FG205 mini tiller will take all the hard work out of maintaining your flowerbeds and
vegetable plot. Many optional attachments available.

Honda customers deserve complete peace of mind. Honda FG205 mini tillers are
supported with the longest and most comprehensive warranties in the industry coming
with a standard 5 year warranty.

Warranty Information
•1 Year Professional Use Warranty
•*5 Year Domestic Use Warranty subject to an annual service

(Customer Responsibilities: It is your responsibility to ensure that the services are
performed at the specified period and that the service receipt record is kept safe for
future reference. In this way your machine will receive the full benefit of the Honda (UK)
warranty. Regular maintenance is also essential to ensure that your machine operates
safely, efficiently and with the minimum impact on the environment. For full terms and
conditions and servicing requirements please consult your warranty booklet and owners
manual. If you are in any doubt regarding the service requirements of your specific
product please contact us on 01429 269757. Alternatively call the Honda Contact Centre
on 0845 200 8000.)

SPECIFICATIONS

Main clutch Deadman

Side clutch -

Max. working width (mm) Up to 450

Working width (mm) 450

Front hitch -

Rear hitch -

Speeds 1 forward

Engine 49cc OHV Mini 4-stroke

Handlebar shape Y-shaped

Handlebar swing -

Handlebar height adjustment -

Dry Weight (kgs) 21

Dimensions length (mm) 1155

Dimensions width (mm) 510

Dimensions height (mm) 1035

Noise value (dB(A)) 93

Vibration (m/sec²) 12.6

Size Mini

Size of Land Small

Counter Rotating Tines -


